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~ two times or three times, I can't remember which. Some who had
medical problems, and by medical problems they Jilight"have mental
problems, disciplinary problems. We had some people that
came out of the brig who were sent up to our organization.
So we had some pretty tough young kids up there that had kind
of been through it.

L: The reason I asked was because I was wondering if they
ever spoke of liVing conditions in a combat area. I know they
must have been very different than the ones you had on Monkey
MOuntain.

c: . ~...Well, V~et Nam was a rather strange war in that the-Marine Corp operated out of fixed bases, out of these isolated
perimeters: cantonments, enclaves, where they would have a

4t strong point, a fire base. That was the usual term that was
used. In the larger fire bases there would be helicopter pads,
possibly even an air strip, there would be an artillery unit,
and this whole thing would be usually on a piece of high ground
and the whole thing would be surrounded by fixed barbed-Wire
by a very complexed series of bunkers, caves, trenches, fighting
positons, and something I had never seen before of even dreamed
of-the whole damn thing would by lit up.

L: Why is that?
C: They'd light it at night. They inherited this concept

from the French. The French are great for this business.
They form the defense perimeter, reinforce it and then light

4t
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it up, using perimeter lights, tremendous flood lights, shining
out so that you light up the area around you. You clear all
the jungle, clear everything off, mine it, and put up wire and
all that business. The concept is that since they know where
you are any way, they're going to know where you are, you
might as well make it just as tough for them as you can.

L: So then, the lights more or less help you than them?
C: That's the concept, now I don't buy that. I don't

buy operating out of a
bases. That's not the

fixed perimeter, out of these fire
\P'I.~~. ~~ ncn ..w... ~ ~way Inwould operate if I had my choice.

But that's the way we operated there because that's the way
the Army operated and the Marine Corp had to operate the way
the Army did. So as a result the combat operations at the
infantry level were really a serieS of armed patrols, combat
patrols, and this would vary in strength say from a four
man fire team up to a battalion size raid where you go out
in full strength with a platoon of tanks, With artillery
support, with air cover, the Whole business. But the way the
operations ran it was really strange. A really long range,
large scale operation would probably not run more than forty-
eight hours. You'd go out do your bit, you go out and blow
somebody away, or you go out an set up an ambush, or you go
out in an in-strength patrol simply to stir up the country
side. But then you return back to your fire base. So liVing
even out in a combat situation •••within the fire base your
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4t living in a fixed structure. You might be living in a hooch,
you might be living in a nice comfortable bunker, which you
spend all your spare time fixing up, you have all the comforts
of home in a nice bunker. The only time you really live like
a pig is when your out on patrol, and then you're sleeping on
a air mattress, rolled up in a poncho, and eating C-rations,
but never for long periods of time.

L: Did the enlistees complain bitterly about the differ-
ences in living conditions? I mean like between enlisted men
and officers?

C·· Not where I was. Well, that's traditional, that's
not peculiar of Viet~am. The commanding general always
has beautiful quarters and the colonel has slightly less

tt grand and right on down. The junior trooper always feels
like they're dumping crap on his head. Which is true. "R.H.I.if'."--
Rank has it's privleges, that's part of the military system,
always has been always will be. The Viet~am War didn't have
a damn thing to do with that system and I'm sure no matter
who you talk toJwhether he'S a private or a colonel or a
general, he feels somebody else has it better than he has.
And I'm sure the poor commander felt that Westmoreland was
really living pretty good down there in Saigon.

L: I'll bet!
C: So, you know, that's a universl bitch and always

has been •

•
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• L: Do you think that all these different types of people
that were sent to Monkey Mountain, like men who had seen combat,
added additional tension? Like you said there were some
mental cases or health cases, do you think that~ome of the
soldiers that came in with mental cases added tension?

c: Some of these Marines? (Teasing-then laughing)
L: Yea, the Marines. (Laughing.)
c: I'm going to quit talking to you if you Can't remember

that! (Strong laughing)
L: Well, I know they're Marines.
C: Yea, okay (still teasing ~.) Well yes, there was

sone of the inevitable contempt that some tough young @arine
"who feels that he has been the only one that really experienced

tt the war. He's been out there eye-ball to eye-ball with those
slope heads. That inevitable contempt that he feels for
some guy that's been sitting on his duff out on top of rocket-
safe Monkey Mountain with a nice club to go to every night.
But these attitudes are always exagerated. With any organ-
ization, any military organization, there is a feeling of

~~espirit With your fellow sufferers, or your buddies. Motor
V\"6transport ftaotalways felt that they're the work horses.

Communicators always feel that they're a little bit above it
all, they're the sophisticates of the organization. And the
cooks and bakers always feel they're getting craped on. That's
just standard and in a situation like we had up at Monkey

tt
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• Mounta:Ln-there was some tension. And security tended to
kee~ to themselves, they had their own hooches, pretty good
bunch of kids. When I was acting as sergeant-major I took
them under my wing. Max-4 was an ai.rwing unit and I'm a
ex-grunt, the first thirteen years I s~ent in the Marine
Cor~ was as a grunt, so I tended to identify with those youngsters
quite a bit. So, I got along with them well. Pretty good
bunch of kids.

L: Do you think they felt~enated?
C: I don't think they felt alienated, they felt hamilated

being associated with an air wing unit! (laughing) That's
built into a grunt. They learned that in boot cam~.

\lClU-o ~ d:a ~L: Let's see, I wanted to ask~not only you but the people
• you were around, the people you lived with, what your views

were of the men that went A;W.O.L. or the d-aft dodgers?
C: I'm not sure I understand your question. My attitude

then?
L.: Yes. While you were there what was your attitude

toward men that went A.W.O.L.? Say men that went on "R and R."
and just didn't come back.

C: Well, I felt contem~t. You have to remember now I
spent twenty-six years in the Marine Corps. So any kid that
stepped outside the system as for as I was concerned deserved
to have his ass kicked up around his ears. We didn't have
much problems like that. We had no problems like that at

•
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tt all in the organiza~ion that I was in. There was some problems
down at Da Nang. But I really don't think the A.W.O.L. problem
was a very big one with the Marine Corp. I don't remember
any serious problems, I don't remember hearing any of my friends
discussing this as a serious problem.

L: What about the draft dodgers? I know that if I had
~~been in Vietnam and I knew of all these people"going to

Canada and going to Europe I think I'd be pretty mad.
C: Well, of course. I think everybody felt the same

way, including some of these youngsters you talk to now who
have been politicized as I have myself in my university career.L~
But I think any man that's been in uniform is contemptous,

L: When we were talking about drugs you mentioned that

really contemptous of the draft dodger. You may find now
tt some of these Vietnam veterans against the war type, the

V.V.A.W.'s who express sympathy for the youngsters that went
to Canada.. But I think that's an after thought, I don't
think they felt that sympathy when they were in Vietnam in
uniform. Felt no sympathy at all. I just can't imagine any
uniformed man saying, "Oh yea, yea, sure." They might say
well I wish the hell I'd done that, or that I had enough
sense to do it, or I wish I had the nerve to do it. Those
sentiments would be suspect, I think as far as I'm concerned.

there were very few civilians around. What were the jobs
the Vietnamese people had on the bas~

•
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4t C: Well, on Monkey Mountain we had a barber, a Vietnamses
barber, we had waitresses in the clubs, and we had a laundry
that was run by the Air Force. See the United States Air Force
had the security responsibility for Monkey Mountain although
they didn't do a damn thing about it, but they had the re-
sponsibility. We provided our own security. They controlled
the services like contact with Vietnamese laundries, and as
far as getting hostesses up there for parties and things like
that. We didn't subscribe to that program, but the Air Force
had a sight about four or five miles away from us and they had
organized these kinds of things. They had qUite a few civilians.
We had very limited (contact), occasionally a garbage contractor
came up and worked over our dump. Our dump was outside the

.. perimeter however.
L: Did you work with any civilians?
C: Not Vietname~. I had contact with them at the club.

We had a-- (hostess) I can't rememb3r her name now, she was
really a nice gal, married to a VietnamestAir Force Lieutentant
who got killed and she had a couple of kids who she waS trying
to raise and support. She made a hell of a living up there,
she was a kind of manager, she managed our club and the waitresses
and we just tipped the hell out of her. She made a pretty
good living out of it. She was •••

L: I can imagine--
C: (Cutting in) She was my primary contact. She spoke

•
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.. pretty good English and was very friendly.
L: Can you give me what you overall view is of the

Vietnamese people? Not necessarily the civilians that came
to camp, but the civilians in their villages?

c: Well, I had considerable contact with Vietnamese
civilians in Da Nang. I went down into Da Nang quite often
due to the nature of my job. I had to go to wing headquarters
and I had to go down to corp headquarters quite often. So,
I observed them and I had considerable contact with Vietnamese
and with members of the Vietnamese Armed Forces. My opposite
numbers and communication units and I view the Vietnamese
against the background of considerable experience in the
Orient. I spent alot of time in the Orient. I spent time in

4It China, Japan, and the Philippines. And I've done-duty'~n
Thailand, I've been on quite a few of the islands. I spent
quite alot of time in Hawaii where you see all of the Orientals
all hoge-poged together! Paqueas, Japanese and so on. I think,
this is my own personal opinion, I think the Vietnamese are
the least attractive of the Orientals, of the ethnic Oriental
groups. I mean this both in a physical sense, theyl.re not
very good looking, they'are small, th~tend to be darker,
They'tre not well formed physically. Know what I mean?

L: They are small in structure?
C: They are small in structure and they tend to be•••

well. they have physical characteristics that simply don't

•
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tt appeal to me. I don't know, small boned and rather flat nosed
and bad teeth. Of course, that has to do with the lousy
water and the~lousy medical attention and so on and so on
and their diet. And there are still Vietnamese that chew
batle nut. One of the least attractive habits. Can you
imagine •••

L: What's that? (BatIe nut)
C:•.~'Awoman chewing tobacco, teeth black, you know yeck.

Terrible. It makes their tongue red and their teeth black.
It just looks like hell. And the Vietname8e~, because of
their diet and the way they live they don't age very gracefully.
By the time a woman is forty she is an old hag. Just a
drone. Of course their literacy rate is very bad, they are

~ just an unattractive people. Of all the places I can think of,
in the Orient, if I were going back to live in. the Orient,
of all the places I can think of, Vietnam would be absolutely
the last that I would consider going to. Absolutely the last.
Gad, I'd rather go down and live in Borneo, with the damn
head hunters then live comfortably in Saigon with the Vietnamese.

L: Do you portray their physical appearance as a reason
that there just weren't very many enlisted men marrying Viet-
namese girls?

C: That undoubtly is one of the reasons. The fact that
there was the "R and R" device which releaved the sexual frustra-
tions that are inevitable with any young guy.

~
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• L: Any guy' ~ (referring to sexual frustrations)
C: Any guy. That's true, any guy. There was the "R and R"

situation where neoplp got a chance to go to Hong Kong, or to
go to Taiwan, or go to Bangkok, or go to Honolulu, Philippines,
or the ultimate go to Australia. I think that relieved ~~,~r
of that tension and that the physical unattractiveness, although

"""~I've seen some beautiful Vietnamese girls--but not many.
L: Did you take an "R and R"?
C: Oh Yes!
L: Where did you go?
C: Met my wife twice in Hawaii.
L: Did--
C: First time she brought the kids, the second time just• the two of us.
L: Now that's the best way to do it.
C: Yea, 'l'M1 we had a great time~
L: Can you tell me, havf.ng a "R and R'~ I know it relieved

alot of the sexual tensions for most of the guys, buy did it

make it harder to go back or was it something to look forward
to, or were you just looking forward to the "R and R"?

C: "R and R", your whole schedule--everything zoomed in
on that "R a.nd R". Time passed very slowly there and waiting
for that "R and R" to roll around, God Almighty it seemed like
it would never come. The whole situation is just unbelieveable
if you haven't been through it. You go down to a center and

•
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4t usually get hung up there for a couple of dJya waiting for
transportation and you finally get on that damn plane and you
fly and fly and fly. There is nothing more boring than flying
on a jet for twelye or fourteen hours. You finally get there
and, my God, the change is just fantastic. The difference
between going form Da Nang to say Melborne or go to Honolulu
or To~yo or Ban~ok. It's just a whirlwind, frantic. Booze
and women and good food and spending money like drunken sailors.
and wango it's~~ver in four and a half or five days-it's all
over. You get back on an aircraft and you go back to that
unbelievable garbage pit. You step off the plane in Vietnam
and it's like getting slapped in the face with a dead fish.
It's just such a terrible let down. So there was an either/or

• situation about "R and R". It's so fantastic to look forward
to and do ~ it's a tremendous letdown to come back and
face another three of four months, or half a year.

L: Did you have any press prob~~ms once you left Vietnam
and went on"R and R"? What I'n trying to get at, what were
press relations like with the Marines or with any other service?

C: Well we were cautioned not to talk to the press.
L: Why is that?
C: Well, the press had really reported things very factualy

~about the Vietnam~ War which made the military madder than heLl,
~QlLd.oThere are alot of thing~that you simply don't want people

to know about. The press was very unsympathetic about the

•
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tt Vietnam war. As a result the military hierarchy simply did
not want to expose themselves to any of that kind

~were ~ not to
of•••what

they consider propaganda. So we talk about
what Was going on in Vietnam. Any requests for interviews
had to be cleared through proper authorities, and they were
discouraged. The Marine Corp wanted any contact with the
press to be handled strictly through public relations officer.
~here it could be controlled and where the line could be the..
official line and properly censored and so on.

L: Were there press problems in Vietnam itself?
C: Well, I had no personal experience of that. We used

to see a few newspaper men come up to Monkey Mountain because
we had a fantastic club and the greatest view in the world.

tt You could sit on our verranda and drink champagne and watch
the world go by. It was really gres.c, So we had alot of
visitors up there. Fantastic amount.of commissioned officers
came up there to see the view, to look at how the other half
were living through the war. So we saw some newspaper men
but they weren't up there looking for a story they were up there
just haVing a ball, up there to have a drink an~~o~ at the
view.

L: After your tour of duty was over in Vietnam and you
were back, what was your transition to civilian life like?

Well, think I a."'r"t"rt6" unusual inc: I was ~ o.i that respect.
I came back and retired •

•
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L: So you got a double wamo?
C: Not really. The transition was painless. I had put in

my letter to retire before I left for Vietnam. I had made up my
mind, I wanted to do that. I own a home in San Diego, I'm settled
here, my family lived here. I was processed for thirty days right
here at Marine Corp Recruit Depot in San Diego. By processing
that means it took them thirty days to square my papers away, and
I checked in once a week. The first couple of weeks I went down
there and the last couple of weeks I just called in. So I was on
leave really for thirty days. During that leave I went down and
registered for city college, took all the tests, got ready to go
to school, played alot of golf, got reaquainted with my wife and
k±ds and on a Friday afternoon in August at two o'clock I got in-
to uniform for the first time in thirty days and went down there and
took part of a retirement parade. There were seven others that
retired the same time I did. Shook hands with the commanding
general and he gave me my orders to the Fleet Marine Corp Re-

serves, got back in my car drove out the gate and kissed it good-
bye. And it's been that easy for me-really.

L: It was that easy to leave behind after what--twenty-siX
years?

C: I go back down to the Marine Corp Recruit Depot once a
month to get a haircut--whether I need it or not. (laughing)

L: So you didn't leave it all behind!

•
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• c: I haven't shined my shoes since I retired, I haven't
worn a tie. (laughing)

L: Would you say that you are glad to have had the Vietnam
experience?

C: Yes. I certainly wouldn't want to repeat it.
L: But you wouldn.t want to forget it?
C: Well I don't think it's all that really dramatic. But I

wouldn't want to forget it. Of course it's something that you
don't forget, it's a year out of my life. That's one forty-seventh
of my life, blown away forever. It was a wasted year. I don't
feel I accomplished a damn thing except by my presence perhaps
contributed to the political chaos that was going on then and is
still going on. But I don't think I would have been content in my

.. military career had I not gone. At the time I went I felt it was
something I had to do. Of course once I got there it was a bag of
worms. No I don't regret~ it, it's part of my background.

L: I really appreciate the interview •

•


